Abstract. We construct infinite families of topologically isotopic but smoothly distinct knotted spheres in many simply connected 4-manifolds that become smoothly isotopic after stabilizing by connected summing with S 2ˆS2 , and as a consequence, analogous families of diffeomorphisms and metrics of positive scalar curvature for such 4-manifolds. We also construct families of smoothly distinct links, all of whose corresponding proper sublinks are smoothly isotopic, that become smoothly isotopic after stabilizing.
Introduction
A basic principle of smooth 4-dimensional topology due to Wall [62] is that homotopy equivalent, simply-connected 4-manifolds become diffeomorphic after connected summing with sufficiently many copies of S 2ˆS2 . The process of summing with a single S 2ˆS2 is called stabilization. The number of stabilizations needed to obtain a diffeomorphism is not known in general, although it follows from the existence of exotic smooth structures (see [23, 25] and many subsequent papers) that at least one stabilization is often required. In fact exactly one stabilization suffices for many important families of examples (see for example [52, 3, 13] ), and surprisingly, no examples have been found that require more than one (see [24, 26, 9] for an approach to this question). Thus one might reasonably speculate that any pair of homeomorphic simply-connected 4-manifolds become diffeomorphic after a single stabilization. Indeed this has been shown to be the case for all odd (i.e. nonspin) pairs produced using 'standard methods' (logarithmic transforms, knot surgeries, and rational blow downs) and thus also for all even pairs after an initial 'blowup' (see below) [14] . This paper explores analogous stabilization questions for smoothly embedded 2-spheres in 4-manifolds, and for ambient diffeomorphisms derived from such spheres. For example, it follows from Wall [61] and the work of Perron [54] and Quinn [55] that any pair of 2-spheres embedded with simply-connected complements in a 4-manifold that represent the same homology class are topologically isotopic, and they become smoothly isotopic after some number of stabilizations. Again it is reasonable to ask for bounds on that number. In this setting, however, no bounds have been established (before now) for any explicit examples. We will produce infinite families of knotted spheres that require exactly one stabilization to become isotopic (henceforth 'isotopic' will mean 'smoothly isotopic' unless stated otherwise) and analogous pairs of links of arbitrarily many components all of whose corresponding proper sublinks are isotopic.
With regard to diffeomorphisms of 4-manifolds, the appropriate notion of stabilization is to take the connected sum with the identity map on S 2ˆS2 , explained in more detail below. [55] , Quinn showed that homotopic diffeomorphisms of any simply-connected 4-manifold are stably isotopic, again raising the question of how many stabilizations are necessary. Here we construct examples of infinite families for which exactly one stabilization is needed, and in a similar vein, examples of non-isotopic Riemannian metrics of positive scalar curvature that become isotopic after one stabilization.
2
This terminology is borrowed from the theory of complex surfaces, where one blows up a point by replacing it with the projective line -or exceptional curve -of complex tangent lines through that point, which in this case has self-intersection´1. Thus the complex blowup corresponds to the negative topological blowup; as a result, some topologists prefer to call X´the blowup of X, and X`its antiblowup, but we do not do so here. Note that if one restricts to blowups of the same sign, then there are many examples of homeomorphic 4-manifolds that never become diffeomorphic no matter how many times they are blown up. To achieve the analogue of Wall's stabilization result, one needs to allow blowups of both signs. Indeed, it is well known that X`´-X # S 2ˆS2 when X is odd, and so an equal number of positive and negative blowups will eventually yield diffeomorphic manifolds.
Conversely, one can blow down an embedded 2-sphere S of self intersection˘1 in a 4-manifold X. The result will be denoted by X{S since, topologically, it is the quotient space obtained by collapsing S to a point. For example X " X˘{S˘, where S˘is the exceptional sphere in X˘.
The embedded spheres (and related diffeomorphisms and metrics) constructed in this paper to illustrate 1-stability all live in the family of completely decomposable 4-manifolds X p,q :" pCP 2 # qCP 2 obtained from S 4 by p positive and q negative blowups.
Theorem A. If p ě 4 is even and q ě 5p, then X p,q contains an infinite family tS k | k ě 0u of topologically isotopic embedded 2-spheres that are pairwise strictly 1-stably isotopic, i.e. smoothly isotopic in X p,q # S 2ˆS2 but not in X p,q . For q ě 9, X 2,q contains a pair S, T of topologically isotopic spheres that are strictly 1-stably isotopic
In fact all the spheres we construct have self-intersection`1, and their blowdowns have distinct Seiberg-Witten invariants. Hence they are not only smoothly nonisotopic, but a fortiori smoothly inequivalent, i.e. no diffeomorphism of X p,q carries any one to any other.
Our examples arise naturally, illustrating a close relation between 1-stable equivalence of manifolds modulo CP 2 and inequivalence of spheres of self-intersection`1: Start with a pair of 4-manifolds X -1 Y (mod CP 2 ), i.e. X fl Y but X`-Y`. Let S be the exceptional sphere in X`, and T be the image of the exceptional sphere in Y`under any diffeomorphism Y`Ñ X`. Then S and T are inequivalent in X`. The harder task is to produce examples that are strictly 1-stably equivalent, i.e. equivalent in X`# S 2ˆS2 . We accomplish this by localizing our construction: There are pairs of strictly 1-stably equivalent spheres in the blowup W`of a certain contractible 4-manifold W , the Akbulut-Mazur cork (see Section 3) which has the needed properties to produce the infinite family of spheres in Theorem A. In fact, W is the first of an infinite family of corks with these same properties, each producing infinite families of spheres (see Section 3). To extend the result when p " 2 to produce an infinite family of spheres, it would be sufficient to find a suitable embedding of such a cork in X 1,9 .
Theorem A extends to a stabilization result for links of spheres in 4-manifolds. The links we find come in families that satisfy a property reminiscent of Brunnian links [18, 22] in that, once suitably ordered, all their corresponding proper sublinks are smoothly isotopic. We will refer to any such family of links as a Brunnian family.
Theorem B. Fix m ą 1. If p ě 2 is even and q ě 5p`2 por q ě 11 when p " 2q then X p`m´1,q contains a Brunnian pair of topologically isotopic m-component ordered links that are strictly 1-stably isotopic. Furthermore, for p ě 4 there exists an infinite family of smoothly distinct such m-component links.
The spheres described in Theorem A in turn lead to examples of strictly 1-stably isotopic diffeomorphisms by invoking a construction that dates back to early work of Wall [61] , or even earlier in Picard-Lefschetz theory [46] . The key observation is that an embedded sphere Σ of self-intersection˘1 or˘2 in a 4-manifold X gives rise to a diffeomorphism of X, supported in a neighborhood of Σ, that induces a 'reflection' in the second homology. An isotopy of such 2-spheres yields an isotopy of the corresponding diffeomorphisms, by the isotopy extension theorem. Note that the converse of this statement is not known to be true in general, but it holds 'morally': the non-isotopic diffeomorphisms constructed in [56, 57, 58] are compositions of such reflections in spheres, and in the end are detected by gaugetheoretic invariants that also show these spheres to be non-isotopic. Combining these results with Theorem A gives 1-stability of an infinite family of non-isotopic diffeomorphisms.
Theorem C. If p ě 4 is even and q ě 5p`2, then X p,q supports an infinite family tf k : X p,q oe | k ě 0u of topologically isotopic self-diffeomorphisms that are pairwise strictly 1-stably isotopic, i.e. not smoothly isotopic, but such that the diffeomorphisms f k # id S 2Ŝ2 of X p,q # S 2ˆS2 are all smoothly isotopic.
We will show that the stabilization f Þ Ñ f # id S 2Ŝ2 is in fact well-defined on isotopy classes of (orientation preserving) diffeomorphisms, and hence induces a homomorphism Φ : π 0 pDiff pMÑ π 0 pDiff pM # S 2ˆS2 qq. From this, we will deduce that for X p,q as in Theorem C, the kernel of Φ is infinite. Remark 1.2. Versions of theorems A and C are likely to hold for other families of simply connected closed manifolds. For X p,q when p is odd, this would require the use of gauge theory invariants for manifolds with even b2 , and in general would require a better understanding of the exotic smooth structures on other manifolds.
The fact that the diffeomorphisms f k in Theorem C are not isotopic is detected by parameterized versions of the Donaldson and Seiberg-Witten invariants [56, 58] that work for even p ě 4 (extending such invariants to the p " 2 case is analogous to defining gauge theory invariants when b2 " 1). Now the manifolds X p,q admit metrics of positive scalar curvature (PSC for short) constructed as the connected sum [37, 59] of standard metrics g F S on CP 2 and CP 2 . The 1-parameter version of the Seiberg-Witten invariants reveal an additional fact about such metrics g, namely that the pull-back metrics fk g, all of which have PSC, are not isotopic to one another, where an isotopy is a 1-parameter family of PSC metrics. Connected sum with a PSC metric on S 2ˆS2 then leads to a 1-stability result for such metrics.
Theorem D. If p ě 4 is even and q ě 5p`2, then X p,q admits an infinite family tg k | k ě 0u of PSC metrics that are mutually non-isotopic. The metrics g k become isotopic through PSC metrics after connected summing with the standard PSC metric on S 2ˆS2 . Remark 1.3. In contrast to the well-known stabilization theorems for simply connected 4-manifolds and diffeomorphisms, there does not seem to be a general stabilization result for PSC metrics on 4-manifolds. The paper [17] (compare also [63, 66] ) would suggest that such a result ought to hold, but at present there is a gap in one of the main geometric steps in [17] . As for manifolds [19] , e hypothesis of simple-connectivity seems to be essential for any stabilization results. It seems likely, for instance, that the PSC metrics constructed in [58, §6] remain non-isotopic, even up to diffeomorphism, after an arbitrary number of stabilizations.
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Some basic constructions
In this section, we discuss some constructions that will be used repeatedly in the proofs of our main results.
2.1. Surfaces and handles. Let Z be an oriented, compact connected 4-manifold with a fixed handle decomposition. We view the 1-skeleton of Z as B 4´N , where N is a union of unknotted, embedded open 2-handles in B 4 attached along an unlink L in S 3 . In pictures, following a long-standing convention, we put dots on the components of L to distinguish them from the attaching circles of the 2-handles (see [42] or [36] for detailed expositions of 4-dimensional handle calculus). As an additional notational convention, we will write h c for the 2-handle attached along a knot c in S 3´L .
An oriented surface F embedded in Z is described easily in terms of the given handle decomposition (this is discussed in [7] and [36, §6.2] in some special cases): By transversality, we can assume after an isotopy that F is disjoint from the 3 and 4-handles, intersects the 2-handles in some number of parallel copies of their cores, and intersects the 1-handles in tubes and bands that run parallel to their cores. The rest of F can be moved to a proper critical level embedding in B 4´N , with minima at radius 1{4, saddles at radius 1{2, and relative maxima at radius 3{4 (although maxima will not arise for surfaces considered here). By projecting back up to radius 1, we see most of this surface immersed in S 3´L with boundary consisting of framed-pushoffs of the attaching circles of the 2-handles and zeropushoffs of the dotted circles, which bound disks missing from our view. In pictures, rather than actually drawing the pushoffs of these circles, we will extend the surface to abut them by adding a boundary collar. The 1-handles associated with the saddles, which we refer to as ribbons, will typically be shaded darker (green) to remind us that they lie above the lighter (blue) regions around the minima.
In the arguments below, we will need to carry F along as the handle decomposition of Z changes by handle slides. The simplest non-trivial case occurs when a 2-handle h a disjoint from F slides over a 2-handle h c that meets F , resulting in a new 2-handle h a 1 . This is illustrated in Figure 1 . The handle h c and F are unchanged; the apparent intersection of a 1 with F does not occur since F is actually pushed into the 4-ball at that point. By contrast, if h a meets F and h c does not, then sliding h a over h c will drag a portion of F over h c , as indicated in Figure 2 . We use F c (read 'F over c') to denote this new picture of F in the new handlebody, and refer to this as a surface-slide.
A second isotopy of this nature, called a band-slide, moves a ribbon portion of F over a handle h c by the sliding the handles h a and h b that 'bound' the ribbon over h c , as shown in Figure 3 . We denote the resulting surface by F cc , where the c denotes c with its orientation reversed. This notation records the fact that the slides are oppositely oriented, since a and b are oppositely oriented as boundaries of F . Note that a and b may actually coincide, in which case the handle h a " h b is slid over h c twice with opposite orientations. Recall that the connected sum F # σ S can be defined for any two disjoint, oriented surfaces F and S in a 4-manifold Z, where σ is an embedded arc joining F to S with interior in Z´pF Y Sq. This construction is independent up to isotopy of the splitting of the normal bundle of σ one uses to specify the tube, but depends in general on the relative homotopy class of σ (the endpoints of σ are allowed to move in F and S during the homotopy). If there is only one such homotopy class, then we say that the connected sum, simply written F # S, is well-defined. The following two assertions are readily verified:
Assertion 2.2. If S is a sphere with trivial normal bundle and S is an oppositely oriented pushoff of S, then pF # Sq # S is isotopic to F provided both F # S and pF # Sq # S are well-defined. Example 2.3. Assertions 2.1 and 2.2 will be used in a key situation that arises in our proof of the stabilization results, showing (under suitable conditions) that the surface obtained by sliding twice with opposite orientations over a 2-handle can be pulled off the handle. Let X be the 4-ball with a 2-handle attached along a`1-framed slice knot K, and let S be the 2-sphere consisting of the core of the 2-handle together with a chosen slice disk for K. We now stabilize X, viewing S Ă Z :" X # S 2ˆS2 . This changes the handlebody by adding two 2-handles, attached along a zero-framed Hopf link pa, bq. The curves a and b bound disks in B 4´S which, when capped off with the cores of h a and h b , provide a pair of dual 2-spheres A and B of self-intersection zero in Z´S.
Now suppose that S appears as in the top left corner of the Figure 5 with two oppositely oriented parallel sheets to one side of pc, dq, and a ribbon to the other. Sliding both sheets over h a and the ribbon over h b moves S to the surface S aa shown in the top right corner of the figure. As explained above, S aa decomposes as a connected sum of the surface S aa in X shown in the bottom right corner (obtained by sliding S under a twice with opposite orientations) with two oppositely oriented copies of the sphere A, that is,
for suitable arcs σ and τ . In fact these sums are well-defined, independent of σ and τ , by 2.1. Indeed the complement of S aa Y A is simply-connected because the`1-framed handle kills the meridian of S aa and the dual sphere B kills the meridian of A; the complement of pS aa # σ Aq YĀ is simply-connected for essentially the same reason. Assertion 2.2 now shows that S aa is isotopic to S aa , which is disjoint from h a (and h b ). A final isotopy of the Hopf link, twisting a half turn in a right-handed upward direction, gives an alternative view of S aa in the bottom left picture.
2.2.
Extending a diffeomorphism from the boundary of 4-manifold. A crucial point for us will be to show that a diffeomorphism of the boundary of a particular 4-manifold (a blown-up cork) extends over the 4-manifold. The idea behind finding such extensions has been known to experts [1, 51] since the mid-1970s and used many times. For the reader's convenience, we give a clear statement of the general principle; compare [5, §2.6]. To this end, define a k-handlebody X to be a manifold with a handle decomposition with handles of index ď k, and write X pjq for the union of handles of index ď j.
If H is a handle of index j, then the boundary of its cocore is a sphere, called the belt sphere of H, that acquires a natural framing as a submanifold of X pj´1q . In the case at hand, where X has dimension 4 and j " 2, this framed sphere is just the meridian of the attaching circle of the handle, and in standard pictures of X would have framing 0.
Extension Lemma 2.4. Let X be a 4-dimensional 2-handlebody and f : BX Ñ BX be a diffeomorphism of its boundary. Choose a set L of meridians for the 2-handles, framed as described above. Then f extends to a diffeomorphism of X if and only if the framed link f pLq Ă BX bounds a disjoint collection of framed disks in X whose tubular neighborhood has complement diffeomorphic to X p1q .
Proof. View X upside down as gotten by adding 2, 3, and 4 handles to BX. Use the framings to extend over the dual 2-handles of X rel BX. Then use Laudenbach-Poénaru [44] to extend over the rest of X.
2.3.
Stabilizing elliptic surfaces. We use [36] as a convenient reference for complex surfaces, and in particular for the minimal elliptic surfaces Epnq, which give rise to many of our examples. Recall from [36, 7.1.11] that if X and X 1 are 4-manifolds containing embedded tori T and T 1 with trivial normal bundles, then we can form the fiber sum
where N and N 1 are tubular neighborhoods of T and T 1 , and ϕ is a bundle map between their boundaries. In general this construction depends on ϕ (see e.g. [35, Example 3.2]), but not in the situations we will encounter. We will use the fact that Epnq is built as a fiber sum of n copies of the rational elliptic surface Ep1q -X 1,9 . It follows easily that Epnq`´-X 2n,10n (in fact it is known that Epnq`-X 2n,10n´1 ) using the Mandelbaum-Moishezon trick [47, 48, 52] , which states that if X, X 1 and X T # T 1 X 1 are simply-connected with X odd, then
The simplest proof of this uses 5-dimensional handlebody theory: X T # T 1 X 1 is the upper boundary of ppX \ X 1 qˆIq Y h where h is a 'toral' 1-handle, or equivalently a 1-handle, two 2-handles and a 3-handle (cf. 'round' handle theory [12] ). Adding the 1-handle gives X #X 1 on the boundary, and then each 2-handle contributes an S 2ˆS2 factor (since X #X 1 is simply-connected and odd). Now turning the 3-handle upside down so that it becomes a 2-handle attached to the fiber sum gives the result (cf. [13] ).
Corks in blown-up elliptic surfaces
The work of Freedman [30] and Donaldson [23, 25] led to the discovery of many families of exotic smooth structures on simply-connected 4-manifolds. Current methods for constructing these include logarithmic transforms, knot surgeries, and rational blowdowns [32, 29, 28] .
We will make use of a remarkable localization of the change in smooth structure to a contractible piece, known as a cork twist. By definition, a cork is a pair pC, τ q where C is an oriented compact contractible 4-manifold and τ is an involution on the boundary BC that does not extend to a diffeomorphism of the full manifold (it always extends to a homeomorphism by Freedman [30] ). Given an embedding C ãÑ X, one can remove C from X and then reglue it using τ . This is the associated cork twist, denoted
by mild abuse of notation, as it may depend on the embedding (cf. Akbulut-Yasui [11] ). Typically X τ will not be diffeomorphic to X, and if this is the case for some embedding of C in X then we say that pC, τ q is a cork in X, and that the embedding is effective. In general, different embeddings of C in X are considered distinct if and only if their associated cork twists are not diffeomorphic. That cork twisting could change the smooth structure of a manifold was discovered by Akbulut [2] in 1989, and it is now known that any two homeomorphic simply-connected smooth 4-manifolds differ by a single cork twist [21, 49] . In his construction, Akbulut used a specific Mazur manifold [50, 6] W, depicted in Figure 6 from four different perspectives:
The leftmost picture is (the mirror of) Mazur's original drawing of a pair of algebraically canceling 1 and 2-handles, and the others are isotopic deformations of that drawing (where the 'twist box' --k --indicates that the parallel strands entering from the left undergo k full twists before exiting on the right). Note that the boundary of W is given by the same pictures, where the dotted circle is replaced by a 0-framed circle. Thus the involution τ , given by a 180˝rotation about the horizontal axis in the second picture, makes sense on the boundary, where it interchanges the two surgery curves. Since the dotted curve is the boundary of a disk in B 4 that has been removed, there is no obvious way to extend τ to a diffeomorphism of W, and Akbulut showed in [2] that in fact it does not extend. The proof is to embed W in a smooth 4-manifold X with non-trivial gauge-theoretic invariants (Akbulut used Donaldson's polynomial invariants, but now Seiberg-Witten invariants are typically used) in such a way that the corresponding invariants of X τ vanish. For the reader's convenience, we provide a more detailed sketch of this argument in the following:
Remark 3.1. In [2] , Akbulut used the blown-up elliptic surface Ep2q´" Ep2q#CP 2 as the target of his embedding of W. Such an embedding is transparent (following the exposition in [11] ) from the rightmost drawings of W in Figure 6 and of Ep2q´in Figure 7 :
The first drawing in Figure 7 is obtained from the picture of Ep2q in Gompf and Stipsicz's book [36, Figure 8 .16] by a handleslide (cf. Figure 3 in [11] ) and a negative blowup, whose exceptional curve e appears in the upper right corner. Sliding the`1-framed handle h c over h d and h e yields the´1-framed handle h c 1 shown in the middle drawing. Then sliding h a over h c 1 produces the 2-handle h a 1 in the last drawing (where a 1 is the thick figure 8 ) which together with the 1-handle reproduces the last picture of W in Figure 6 . Note that this embedding of W is disjoint from a copy of the Gompf nucleus N p2q [34] , given by the trefoil and its meridian in Figure 7 .
he cork twist Ep2q´τ associated to this embedding of W can be drawn by interchanging the dot on the 1-handle with the zero-framing on a 1 , and this evidently contains an embedded 1 sphere -the core of h b capped off with a disk in B 4 -and several´1 spheres. As a consequence, Ep2q´τ splits off an S 2ˆS2 summand (in fact Ep2q´τ -X 3,20 [2] ) and so has vanishing Seiberg-Witten invariants. Moreover, this summand is disjoint from the nucleus N p2q, and it follows (as first observed by Akbulut and Yasui [11, Theorem 1.2]) that W has infinitely many distinct cork embeddings in Ep2q´τ ; these can be constructed using knot surgeries [29] on a regular fiber in N p2q, appealing to the fact that such surgeries are all 1-stably equivalent [3, 13] .
By a completely analogous argument it is seen that W embeds in Epnq´for all n ě 2 (the only change in the picture is to add more˘1-framed 2-handles and adjust the framing to´n on the meridian to the trefoil, see [15, 11] ) and Epnq´τ (presumably diffeomorphic to X 2n´1,10n ) splits off an S 2ˆS2 -summand, and so has trivial Seiberg-Witten invariants. As before, there is a Gompf nucleus N pnq disjoint from this embedding and from the S 2ˆS2 summand, and so W has infinitely many distinct cork embeddings in Epnq´τ .
Many other corks have been discovered, detected in a similar fashion [10] or via contact invariants of their boundaries [8] . In Figure 8 we introduce two infinite families of corks, denoted C h and C h for h a nonpositive half-integer (strictly negative in the latter case), that give rise to infinite families of 1-stably isotopic 2-spheres in completely decomposable manifolds. The boundary involution τ is indicated in the figure. The difference between C h and C h is that the positive full twist on the left of C h becomes a negative twist in C h . Evidently C 0 is the Akbulut-Mazur cork W, and C´1 {2 is the positron P, introduced in [8] and denoted there by W 1 and by W 1 in [10] ; see Figure 9 . P τ Figure 9 . The positron pP, τ q Note: When referring to a cork pC, τ q, we sometimes suppress the boundary involution τ from the notation if it is clear from the context.
Remark 3.2.
That C h and C h are indeed corks is seen as follows (or can be shown easily by the methods of [8] ): The cork C h embeds in the blown-up Akbulut-Mazur cork W#|2h| CP 2 , as indicated in Figure 10 . Since W is a cork in Epnq # CP 2 for every n ě 2, and further (negative) blowups do not kill the Seiberg-Witten invariants, it follows that C h is a cork in Epnq # p|2h|`1qCP 2 .
Similarly Figure 11 shows that C h embeds in the blown-up positron P # p|2h|´1q CP 2 . Figure 11 . The embedding C h Ă P # p|2h|´1q CP 2 It has been shown by Akbulut [4] that P embeds in the Dolgachev surface Ep1q 2,3 with associated cork twist Ep1q -X 1,9 . It follows that C h is a cork in Ep1q 2,3 # p|2h|´1q CP 2 , and also in X 1,8`|2h| .
1-stably symmetric corks and the proofs of Theorems A and B
We will prove our stable isotopy results by showing that the Akbulut-Mazur cork W " C 0 and the positron P " C´1 {2 become symmetric (in a precise sense defined below) after summing with CP 2 . The argument extends with no extra effort to the families C h and C h , and so we have drawn the pictures for the general case.
Given any cork pC, τ q, the boundaries of C and C`" C # CP 2 are naturally identified, so τ can also be viewed as an involution on BC`. For the remainder of this section, we denote by S the copy of CP 1 in the CP 2 factor of C`.
Definition 4.1. A cork pC, τ q is 1-stably symmetric if the involution τ on BC`extends to a smooth automorphism (still called τ ) of C`so that the 2-spheres S and T " τ pSq are 1-stably isotopic, i.e. smoothly isotopic in C`# S 2ˆS2 .
There is no particular reason to suppose that the extension of τ is an involution, although it turns out to be so in the examples presented below. Our basic technique for constructing strictly 1-stably isotopic spheres is summarized in the following theorem.
Theorem 4.2. If pC, τ q is a 1-stably symmetric cork in a simply-connected 4-manifold X, then the spheres S and T in C`, regarded as submanifolds of X`, are a) topologically isotopic, and b) strictly 1-stably isotopic, i.e. smoothly isotopic in X`#S 2ˆS2 but not in X`.
Furthermore, if pC, τ q has a family of distinct cork embeddings in X with associated cork twists X k , for k in some indexing set, then there is a corresponding family of topologically isotopic spheres S k in X`that are pairwise strictly 1-stably isotopic.
Proof. We sketch the standard argument for a); compare [45, 41, 60] . Since S and T are embedded in C`with simply-connected complements, they are homologous, from which it follows (using Freedman [31] ) that there is a self-homeomorphism of X`taking S to T . This homeomorphism may be assumed to be the identity on H 2 pX`q, so the theorem of Perron [54] and Quinn [55] implies that it is topologically isotopic to the identity, yielding a topological ambient isotopy taking S to T . To prove b), note that since pC, τ q is 1-stably symmetric, the spheres S and T are (smoothly) isotopic in C`# S 2ˆS2 , and hence also in X`# S 2ˆS2 . But they are not isotopic in X`, since blowing down S in X`yields X while blowing down T yields X τ :
Since C is a cork in X, the manifolds X`{ S and X`{ T are not diffeomorphic, so there is no diffeomorphism of X`taking S to T . (In principle, this is a stronger statement than saying that S and T are not isotopic, but we don't know an example to illustrate the difference.) We now prove the last assertion. By hypothesis, there are embeddings C k Ă X of copies of C with X τ k -X k , where τ k : BC k oe is the involution corresponding to τ . After suitable isotopies, we may assume that the intersection of the C k 's has nonempty interior, and a positive blowup of a point there yields a sphere S Ă X`of self-intersection 1 that lies in each C k . Since C is 1-stably symmetric, τ k extends over Ck Ă X`, and we set
Now the argument that the S k are topologically isotopic and pairwise strictly 1-stably isotopic proceeds exactly as in a) and b), noting that X`{S k -X τ k -X k . Proof. The arguments for C h and for C h are effectively the same, so we will treat the former in detail, and only briefly discuss the latter at the end of the proof.
We first show that the involution τ on BC h extends after a positive blowup. This fact is well known for the Akbulut-Mazur cork C 0 (and implicit in [6] ) but we will give a careful argument so that we may draw the spheres, labeled S h and T h " τ pS h q, in a suitable picture of Ch " C h # CP 2 . This will allow us to explicitly construct the required isotopy between S h and T h in Ch # S 2ˆS2 .
Our initial picture of C h (Figure 8 ) has the evident boundary involution τ given by 180r otation about the midlevel horizontal axis. Our final picture of Ch will have the analogous boundary involution, that we continue to label τ , whose extension will be apparent from the picture. As the bounding 3-manifolds BCh carry more than one involution [16, 39, 43] we will be careful to verify that the sequence of handle slides that carry one picture to the other are τ -equivariant on the boundary, so that these involutions may be identified.
Let K h be the knot in S 3 drawn in Figure 12 below, and R h be the 4-manifold obtained from B 4 by attaching a`1 framed 2-handle along K h . The indicated rotational symmetry τ of K h is induced by a linear involution of B 4 that extends in a standard fashion to R h . Observe that K h is a ribbon knot. In particular, it bounds two obvious immersed ribbon disks A h and B h in S 3 , with τ pA h q " B h . These disks are drawn on the left and right side of Figure 13 for the case when h is an integer, each appearing as a pair of stacked disks, twisted in the middle and joined by a single ribbon. Resolving the singularties of A h and B h by pushing their interiors into B 4 , and then capping off with the core of the 2-handle, we obtain a pair of homologous embedded 2-spheres S h and T h in R h with T h " τ pS h q, specified by the same pictures by our drawing conventions. Figure 13 . The ribbon disks A h , B h and associated spheres S h , T h in R h Lemma 4.4. There is a diffeomorphism ρ : Ch Ñ R h that is τ -equivariant on the boundary and that maps S Ă Ch to the sphere S h Ă R h shown on the left in Figure 13 .
Before proving the lemma, observe that it yields the desired extension of τ over Ch . Simply conjugate the extension of τ over R h by ρ. Furthermore, the last assertion in the lemma shows that the triple pR h , S h , T h q is diffeomorphic to pCh , S, T q, so the proof of the theorem will be complete once we produce an isotopy between S h and T h in R h # S 2ˆS2 . To accomplish this, we apply the 'key stable isotopy' shown in Figure 5 and simultaneously keep track of the motion of S h and T h . The stabilization adds a pair of 2-handles attached along a zero-framed Hopf link. We then slide the`1 framed handle attached to the knot K h four times over one of these 2-handles, moving K h to an unknot in S 3 , and S h and T h to a pair of disks in S 3 bounded by this unknot, as shown in Figure 14 after a further isotopy to remove cancelling intersections of the ribbons with the stacked disks. Since any two disks bounding an unknot in S 3 are isotopic rel boundary, this yields the desired isotopy. Figure 14 . S h and T h in R h # S 2ˆS2 after the key stable isotopy
We remind the reader that the initial position of each of the surfaces S h after sliding K h over the Hopf link is far more compicated; the point of the isotopy in Figure 5 is to achieve the simple position shown in Figure 14 . It remains to prove the lemma. We will first define the diffeomorphism ρ : Ch Ñ R h as the composition of three explicit intermediate diffeomorphisms ρ 1 , ρ 2 , ρ 3 , each τ -equivariant on the boundary, as indicated in the commutative diagram in Figure 15 . (For the moment, ignore the 1-handles given by the small dotted circles.) We will then verify that ρpSq " S h . Here are the details. To define ρ 1 , draw the handlebody picture for the blown up cork Ch by adding an unlinked`1-framed unknot to the picture of C h in Figure 8 , as shown in the upper left corner of Figure 15 . Alternatively, one could add a linking`1-framed circle to cancel the left half twists on the top and bottom, as shown in the lower left corner. Now there is a τ -equivariant diffeomorphism ρ 1 between the boundaries of these two handlebodies, given by blowing down the unlinked`1 and then blowing up the linked 1. This map carries the 0-framed meridians of the 2-handles on top to the corresponding meridians on the bottom. Putting dots on these meridians, i.e. treating them as 1-handles, corresponds to removing tubular neighborhoods of the trivial disks that they bound in B 4 . These 1-handles clearly cancel the 2-handles, leaving a single 1-handle in both cases, so by the Extension Lemma 2.4 , ρ 1 extends to a diffeomorphism between the two handlebodies.
Next define ρ 2 as the end of a τ -equivariant isotopy of the attaching maps, as detailed in Figure 16 . The first step ρ2, which may be hard to visualize, is broken down in Figure 17 . Finally define ρ 3 by canceling the 1-handle and the 0-framed 2-handle, i.e. slide the upper 'band' of the`1 circle over the 1-handle and the lower band over the 0-framed 2-handle in an equivariant fashion, and then cancel the 1{2-handle pair to get R h ; see the righthand side of Figure 15 , ignoring the dotted meridians as before. Tracking the meridians as with ρ 1 confirms, using the Extension Lemma 2.4 , that this process defines a diffeomorphism ρ 3 that is τ -equivariant on the boundary.
It remains to verify that ρpSq " S h , where S is the exceptional sphere in the blowup Ch . Clearly S can be viewed as the union of the core of the`1-framed 2-handle in the top left drawing in Figure 15 with a trivial spanning disk for its attaching circle), as shown in the top left corner of Figure 18 . Now we simply track S through the rest of the diagram in Figure 15 , as shown in Figure 18 . In particular, Figure 19 provides the details of the transformation of S through the sequence of moves in Figure 17 . This proves Lemma 4.4 , and hence Theorem 4.3 , for the C h family. The argument for C h is completely analogous, except that the knot K h is replaced by the knot K h shown in Figure 20 . We can now prove our main stabilization results about spheres.
4.1.
Proof of Theorem A. By Theorem 4.3 , the Akbulut-Mazur cork W " C 0 and the positron P " C´1 {2 are 1-stably symmetric corks. Thus by Theorem 4.2, it suffices to show that for the stated values of p and q, either W has infinitely many distinct cork embeddings (when p ě 4) or P has an effective cork embedding (when p " 2) in some 4-manifold X with X`-X p,q . By [11] (see the discussion in Remark 3.1), W has infintely many distinct embeddings in Epnq´τ , and Epnq´τ`-Epnq´`(since τ extends to W`) which is diffeomorphic to X 2n,10n by the Mandelbaum-Moishezon trick (see Section 2.3). Since manifolds distinguished by their Seiberg-Witten invariants are still distinguished after summing with CP 2 [27] , this proves the theorem for the case p ě 4. Similarly P is a cork in the Dolgachev surface Ep1q 2,3 (see Remark 3.2) and Ep1q2 ,3 -X 2,9 [52] . The proof for the case p " 2 follows as before from the blowup formula for Seiberg-Witten invariants.
Disks versus spheres.
Viewing the spheres S h and T h in the model for the blownup cork Ch shown in the bottom right corner of Figure 18 provides good intuition into the result that we just proved. In this model S h is plainly visible, as shown in the figure, while T h will appear as the rotated image of S h with a pair of tubes added (capped off over the zero-framed 2-handle) to avoid the disk bounding the dotted circle that was removed. This disk evidently obstructs the isotopy of T h to the S h . When one stabilizes, the effect is to change the dotted circle to a zero-framed circle. This fills in the missing disk and the key isotopy of Exercise 2.3 may then be used.
Even though the meridian of the disk associated to the dotted circle does not bound a smooth embedded disk, it does bound an smoothly immersed disk D since the complement of T h is simply-connected. Presumably D can be used to construct a Casson handle, which in turn can be used to construct a topological isotopy between the pair of spheres.
One may wonder if this behavior already takes place at the level of the two ribbon disks A h and B h for the knot K h shown in Figure 13 , i.e. these disks are distinct, but perhaps they become isotopic after stabilizing with S 2ˆS2 . The answer is no. This is shown in the following proposition, and demonstrates the need for care when performing stabilization by replacing a dotted circle by a zero framed circle.
Proposition 4.5. The two ribbon disks A h , B h Ă B 4 for K h remain non-isotopic relative to the boundary after any number of stabilizations of B 4 . In fact, for any simply-connected 4-manifold X, no (smooth) automorphism of B 4 #X extending the identity on the boundary will carry A h to B h .
Proof. Assume to the contrary that such an automorphism ϕ of B 4 # X exists. We will show by fundamental group considerations that this leads to a contradiction.
Recall that the involution τ of B 4 (introduced in the discussion above Figure 12 ) swaps the disks A h and B h . After an isotopy, we may assume that τ leaves fixed a small 4-ball away from K h , and use this to construct an automorphism τ # id X of B 4 # X that swaps A h and B h (see Section 5.1). Now consider the composition
This diffeomorpism preserves A h (setwise) and restricts to τ on the boundary S 3 , inducing an automorphism ρ˚of π 1 pB 4 # X´A h q " π 1 pB 4´A h q (by the Seifert-Van Kampen Theorem) that restricts to τ˚on π 1 pS 3´K h q. But this is impossible, as we now show. The first step is to construct a handle decomposition of the complement of an open tubular neighborhood N pA h q of A h in B 4 , following the standard technique [51, 7, 36] . Start with the picture of K h from Figure 12 , reproduced on the left side of Figure 21 . Note that the curves a and b shown there are swapped by τ . Now B 4´N pA h q is obtained from a small 4-ball about the origin by adding an pi`1q-handle for each i-handle in A h associated to any critical level embedding, and so in our case we have two 1-handles and one 2-handle, as shown in the middle picture in Figure 21 . This picture is redrawn after an isotopy on the right side of the figure, also tracking the a and b curves through this process. and observe that a " xy and b " 1. By hypothesis ρ˚paq is conjugate to b, so xy " 1. But this group has a representation onto the symmetric group S 3 mapping x to p1 2q and y to p2 3q, and so xy to p1 2 3q, a contradiction.
Remark 4.6. This fundamental group calculation is specific to the family of corks C h . In contrast, the complements of the ribbon disks associated to the positron cork P and its generalizations C h (given by the same picture but with 2h in the twist box) have fundamental group x x, y | xy " x 2 y 2 y -Z. These disks are topologically equivalent but smothly distinct, and give rise to the phenomenon that Akbulut calls [5, §10.2] an 'anti-cork'. We do not know if they are 1-stably isotopic.
Brunnian links and the proof of Theorem B.
A non-trivial link in the sphere all of whose proper sublinks are trivial is called Brunnian [18, 22] . The notion has an obvious extension to links in arbitrary manifolds; one might look for families of inequivalent links with equivalent proper sublinks. As in Section 1 , we call such a family Brunnian. Here we prove Theorem B , asserting the existence of Brunnian families of m-component links for any m ě 2 in suitable completely decomposable 4-manifolds, using Theorem 4.3. We first construct Brunnian pairs pL, M q. Start with a 1-stably symmetric cork C in 4-manifold X, and assume that C is also a cork in X # 2 CP 2 . By the blowup formula, this is automatically the case whenever X and X τ are distinguished by Seiberg-Witten or Donaldson invariants. The spheres S and T in C`Ă X`(see Definition 4.1 ) yield links L " pS, S 2 , . . . , S m q and M " pT, S 2 , . . . , S m q in Z " X`# pm´1q CP 2 # 2 CP 2 , where S 2 , . . . , S m are the exceptional spheres in the CP 2 's. Evidently L and M are smoothly distinct, since Z{L " X´´, Z{M " X τ´´, and Z{L fl Z{M because C is a cork in X´´. Since twisting is not seen topologically, L and M are topologically isotopic.
To prove the Brunnian property, it suffices by symmetry to show that the proper sublinks L 1 " pS, S 2 , . . . , S m´1 q and M 1 " pT, S 2 , . . . , S m´1 q are isotopic in Z. Grouping the last three summands in Z with X`, we view Z " X``´´#pm´2q CP 2 with S and T lying in X``´´" X`# S 2ˆS2 # CP 2 and S 2 , . . . , S k lying in pm´2qCP
2 . The 1-stable symmetry of C implies that S and T are isotopic in X``´´, whence L 1 and M 1 are isotopic in Z.
To get the statement of Theorem B, suppose first that p " 2n with n ě 2. If we choose X to be the blown-up elliptic surface Epnq´, and use the Akbulut-Mazur cork W in the construction described above, we have X -X p`m´1,5p`2 . Values of q ą 5p`2 result from blowing up Epnq´an arbitrary number of times. If n " 1, then we would choose X to be the Dolgachev surface, and let C be the positron cork P in X. The construction then produces a Brunnian pair in X m`1,11 , and by blowing up X, in X m`1,q for any q ě 11.
As in Theorem A, the fact that W has infinitely many distinct cork embeddings in a 4-manifold X with X`-X 2n,10n leads to infinite Brunnian families.
1-stable isotopy of diffeomorphisms and psc metrics
As mentioned in the introduction, a sphere Σ of self-intersection˘1 in a 4-manifold Z gives rise to a self-diffeomorphism ρ Σ of Z that induces 'reflection in rΣs ' on H 2 pZq, and isotopic spheres yield isotopic diffeomorphisms. (This diffeomorphism is just the connected sum of the identity on the complement of the sphere with complex conjugation acting on a neighborhood of the sphere in˘CP 2 .) The sequence of papers [56, 57, 58] uses that observation to construct interesting self-diffeomorphisms as follows: Start with a sphere S of self-intersection`1 in a 4-manifold X, and consider the self-diffeomorphism f S of Z where Z " X # 2 CP 2 , with exceptional spheres E 1 and E 2 , and
Here the˘signs indicate connected sums of the spheres, preserving or reversing orientation as appropriate. Since these spheres have simply-connected complements, the sums are welldefined by Assertion 2.1. Now suppose that X is simply-connected with b2 pXq even and at least 4, containing a pair of spheres S and T of self-intersection`1. If S and T are homologous, then the diffeomorphisms f S and f T are topologically isotopic [54, 55] , but it is shown in [56] that they are not smoothly isotopic if X{S and X{T are distinguished by some Seiberg-Witten or Donaldson invariant.
As we have seen above, we can choose the manifolds X and Z amongst the X p,q , and (with suitable restrictions on p and q) get infinitely many spheres, resulting in infinitely many isotopy classes of diffeomorphisms. Theorem C asserts that the resulting diffeomorphisms are all isotopic after a single stabilization. We actually prove a somewhat sharper statement, which concerns the behavior of the group π 0 pDiff pMof isotopy classes of (orientation preserving) diffeomorphisms of M under stabilization. The issue is that connected sum is not, a priori, a well-defined operation on isotopy classes of self-diffeomorphisms. In a technical section that follows this one, we will show that that for a simply-connected M 4 , connected sum with the identity on˘CP 2 or S 2ˆS2 is in fact well-defined. As a corollary, we find a well-defined homomorphism Φ : π 0 pDiff pMÑ π 0 pDiff pM # S 2ˆS2 q, and prove via Theorem C that its kernel is infinite.
Proof of Theorem C. For even p ě 4 and q ě 5p`2, the proof of Theorem A yields an infinite family of topologically isotopic spheres S i of self-intersection`1 in X p,q´2 that are not smoothly isotopic, distinguished by the Seiberg-Witten invariants of their blow-downs X p,q´2 {S i , but that become smoothly isotopic in X p,q´2 # S 2ˆS2 -X p`1,q´1 . The results of [56] (discussed above) show that the self-diffeomorphisms f S i : X p,q Ñ X p,q are pairwise nonisotopic. Since the S i are isotopic in X p`1,q´1 , the spheres S i˘E1`E2 , and consequently the diffeomorphisms f S i , are isotopic in X p`1,q`1 -X p,q # S 2ˆS2 , as asserted.
We turn now to the proof of Theorem D . The X p,q admit metrics of positive scalar curvature (PSC) constructed as connected sums [37, 59] of standard metrics on˘CP 2 . For a generic PSC metric g p,q on X p,q , it was shown in [58] that the metrics fS i g p,q are mutually non-isotopic. We want to show that these become isotopic after a single stabilization.
The notion of stabilization of metrics runs into the same issue of well-definedness (even up to isotopy) as we encountered in the case of diffeomorphisms. In order to perform a connected sum of PSC metrics on manifolds X and Y one typically deforms the metrics (maintaining the PSC condition) in a neighborhood of points x in X and y in Y into a standard form (a 'torpedo metric' [64] ) after which they can be glued by identifying X and Y away from x and y. The issue of whether the resulting metric on X # Y is well-defined (independent up to isotopy of all choices in the construction) can be addressed in a fashion similar to Section 5.1 , using techniques in [65] . However, to avoid an unnecessary technical discussion, we fix a PSC metric on S 2ˆS2 containing a torpedo region, and a metric g p,q on each X p,q with such a region disjoint from the spheres used to make the diffeomorphisms f S i . As explained in the introduction, Theorem D then follows from Theorem C. 5.1. Stabilizing diffeomorphisms. We now address the technical issue of well-definedness of stabilization of diffeomorphisms under connected sum. A basic theorem in differential topology [40, Chapter 8] , going back to Palais [53] states that any two orientation preserving embeddings of an n-disk D in an oriented n-manifold M are smoothly isotopic. (We assume throughout that all manifolds are connected.) This implies that the connected sum of oriented manifolds is well-defined up to diffeomorphism. Now, given two diffeomorphisms f : M Ñ M and f 1 : M 1 Ñ M 1 , each restricting to the identity on embedded disks D and D 1 , we can form the connected sum
as follows. In the interior of each of D and D 1 , fix smaller disks D 0 and D 1 0 , and specify
0 q with f # f 1 defined to restrict to f and f 1 respectively on the two halves. Note that f # f 1 depends, up to isotopy, only on f and f 1 considered up to isotopy relative to D 0 and D 1 0 . Suppose now that f is an arbitrary orientation-preserving diffeomorphism and f 1 " id M 1 . By Palais' theorem, f can be isotoped to a diffeomorphism g that is the identity on a disk, and it might seem that we can define f # f 1 to be g # f 1 . We would like to say that this is a well-defined operation on isotopy classes; in other words, that it does not depend on the choice of isotopy between f and g. This is a well-known issue in the study of the mapping class group of surfaces, where there are stabilization results for mapping class groups of diffeomorphisms that are the identity on the boundary [38] , but not for the mapping class groups of closed surfaces.
For example, take M and M 1 to be genus 2 surfaces, with f " id M and the isotopy from f to g to be one that drags a disk around an essential closed loop γ Ă M . Then f # f 1 would be represented by a composition of Dehn twists (with opposite senses) around a pair of homologous but non-isotopic curves, and hence would not be isotopic to the identity. Similarly, one might vary f by an isotopy from the identity to itself that rotates the disk D by a non-trivial element of π 1 pSOp2qq. Again, standard examples show that this operation can change the connected sum of diffeomorphisms by a Dehn twist around a separating curve on a surface.
In contrast, we will show that for simply-connected 4-manifolds, there is a well-defined (up to isotopy) assignment pf, f 1 q Þ Ñ f #f 1 when M 1 is˘CP 2 or S 2ˆS2 and f 1 is the identity diffeomorphism. First, we collect some standard results about diffeomorphism groups, using the following notation. For the moment M will denote an oriented closed smooth n-manifold with a fixed embedding of an n-disk D. Then we have the following spaces, each with the C 8 topology:
‚ Diff pM q is the group of orientation-preserving diffeomorphisms of M ‚ Diff D pM q consists of diffeomorphisms whose restriction to D is the identity ‚ EmbpD, M q is the space of orientation preserving embeddings of D in M Finally, FpM q will denote the bundle of oriented (not necessarily orthonormal) frames in the tangent bundle. As such, it is a fiber bundle over M with fiber GLǹ pRq The following facts are well-known to experts; the first is proved using parameterized versions of the isotopy extension and tubular neighborhood theorems [20, 40] , while the second is a parameterized version of the Cerf-Palais disk embedding theorem [20, 53] Lemma 5.1. With the notation above, a) Restricting a diffeomorphism to D defines a fiber bundle Diff pM q Ñ EmbpD, M q with fiber Diff D pM q b) The differential at 0 P D of an embedding defines a homotopy equivalence EmbpD, M q Ñ FpM q.
An element in π 1 pSOpnqq, viewed as a smooth path beginning and ending at the identity, produces a diffeomorphism of S n´1ˆI . If S n´1ˆI is embedded in M , then this diffeomorphism extends naturally to M ; we refer to such a diffeomorphism as a Dehn twist. The composition could mean no Dehn twists, in which case the two choices are isotopic. We remind the reader that for n ě 3, since π 1 pSOpnqq -Z 2 , the composition of such a Dehn twist with itself is isotopic to the identity.
Proof. The existence of such a diffeomorphism g follows, as mentioned above, from an isotopy of D to f pDq. Two choices of g defined by such isotopies differ (up to isotopy of M ) by an element of π 1 pDiff pM qq, which is of course an isotopy of id M to itself. Combine the two parts of Lemma 5.1 and consider the homotopy long exact sequence of the fibration: From this we see that the obstruction to lifting this to an isotopy of id M to itself, relative to D 0 , comes from an element of π 1 pFpM qq. But since M is simply connected, there is a surjection π 1 pSOpnqq Ñ π 1 pFpM qq. This implies the last statement of the proposition.
Theorem 5.3. Let f : M Ñ M be an orientation-preserving diffeomorphism of a simply connected 4-manifold. Then for X "˘CP 2 or S 2ˆS2 , there is a well-defined stabilization f # id X that depends up to isotopy only on the isotopy class of f .
Proof. As suggested above, we isotope f to a diffeomorphism that is the identity on an embedded disk D, and use it to define f # id X . By Proposition 5.2 the resulting diffeomorphism of M # X is well-defined, possibly up to Dehn twists supported on an S 3ˆI region separating the two summands. We claim (compare [33, Theorem 2.4] ) that for X as indicated in the theorem, such a Dehn twist is isotopic to the identity. To see this, consider an S 1 action on X with a fixed point p; assume for convenience that it acts isometrically. The local representation of S 1 on T p X defines a map S 1 Ñ SOp4q. In the case of˘CP 2 and S 2ˆS2 , there is an action such that this map is the generator of π 1 pSOp4qq. Using this action, it is easy to find an isotopy, supported on X, between a Dehn twist and the identity.
Theorem 5.3 can be rephrased in terms of the group Diff pM q of (orientation-preserving) diffeomorphisms of M .
Corollary 5.4. Let M 4 be simply-connected. Stabilization with the identity diffeomorphism of X "˘CP 2 or S 2ˆS2 gives a well-defined homomorphism Φ : π 0 pDiff pMÑ π 0 pDiff pM #Xqq.
For M " X p,q as in Theorem C and X " S 2ˆS2 , the kernel of Φ is infinite.
Proof. That Φ is well-defined is the content of Theorem 5.3. Recall that the multiplication in π 0 pGq for any topological group G is induced from the multiplication in G. Now given f 0 and g 0 in Diff pM q, we choose isotopies f t , g t with f 1 , g 1 the identity on an embedded disk D. Then f t˝gt gives an isotopy of f 0˝g0 to f 1˝g1 , which is evidently also the identity on D. Since pf 1˝g1 q # id X " pf 1 # id X q˝pg 1 # id X q we see that Φprf 0 srg 0 sq " Φprf 1 srg 1 sq " Φprf 1 sqΦprg 1 sq, so that Φ is a homomorphism. Using the same notation as in the proof of Theorem C, we see that for i ě 2, the diffeomorphisms f S i˝p f S 1 q´1 form an infinite subset in the kernel of Φ.
